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Abstract We review recent experimental progress towards quantum information
processing and quantum simulation using neutral atoms in two-dimensional (2D)
arrays of optical microtraps as 2D registers of qubits. We describe a scalable quan-
tum information architecture based on micro-fabricated optical elements, simulta-
neously targeting the important issues of single-site addressability and scalability. This
approach provides flexible and integrable configurations for quantum state storage,
manipulation, and retrieval. We present recent experimental results on the initializa-
tion and coherent one-qubit rotation of up to 100 individually addressable qubits, the
coherent transport of atomic quantum states in a scalable quantum shift register, and
discuss the feasibility of two-qubit gates in 2D microtrap arrays.

Keywords Quantum information processing · Quantum simulation ·
Coherent quantum control · Qubits · Microoptics · Atoms

1 Introduction

The ability to synchronously investigate multi-component quantum systems in multi-
site architectures is fostering some of the most active research in quantum physics and
quantum information processing [1]. Among the many currently pursued approaches
which range from solid state physics to quantum optics [2–5], the ones in atomic phys-
ics seem to be particularly suited for advancing the field at this stage. This is due to the
remarkable experimentally achieved control of single and multiple qubit systems, of
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Fig. 1 Typical examples of micro-fabricated optical elements, the generated light fields, and a fluorescence
image of atoms trapped in the resulting potential geometry: a 1D array of refractive cylindrical microlenses
(pitch: 400 µm); b 2D array of refractive microlenses (pitch: 125µm); c 2D array of diffractive microlenses
(pitch: 125 µm); d typical spot pattern in the focal plane; e fluorescence image of 85Rb atoms trapped in
a section of an array of micro-potentials representing 100 individually addressable qubits (pitch: 13 µm,
waist: 1.5 µm, image is averaged 149 times)

qubit interactions, and the detailed understanding and control of the relevant coherent
and incoherent processes, including excellent decoupling from the environment. Con-
centrating on work with neutral atoms, recently there has been a series of important
advances, such as the near-deterministic preparation of single atomic qubits [6,7],
the coherent transport of atomic quantum states [8–10], the manipulation of selected
individual spins [11–13], and the implementation of two-qubit gates [14–17].

Each of these experimental achievements represents an important step towards a
successful physical implementation of quantum information processing [18] by means
of atom optics. Of great importance for future progress is consequentially the imple-
mentation of an architecture which incorporates all of the above achievements while
at the same time providing scalability, reconfigurability, stability, and a modern tech-
nological basis as met for example by the newly emerging field of miniaturized and
integrated atom optics [19].

This can be obtained by using different types of micro-fabricated configurations:
the trapping and guiding of neutral atoms in micro-fabricated charged and current car-
rying structures have been pursued by a number of groups in recent years [20–23]. An
alternative approach to generate miniaturized and integrated atom optical systems has
been introduced by our group: we proposed [24,25] and demonstrated [10,12,26,27]
the application of micro-fabricated optical elements (Fig. 1) for the manipulation of
atomic qubits with laser light. Using these elements for quantum information process-
ing takes advantage of the vast industrial and research interest in the field of applied
optics directed towards the development of micro-optical systems [28–30] and estab-
lishes a novel technological basis for research in quantum physics.

A special attraction of this approach lies in the fact that many of the currently used
techniques in atom manipulation are based on the interaction of atoms with light.
Thus, the use of micro-fabricated optical elements is in many ways the canonical
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extension of the conventional optical methods into the micro-regime, so that much
of the knowledge and experience that has been acquired in macroscopic atom optics
can be applied to this new regime in a very straightforward way. Moreover, the flex-
ibility of the manufacturing process allows one to realize complex optical systems
like computer-generated diffractive optical elements which can create light fields not
achievable with standard components, and almost arbitrary spatial intensity distri-
butions become possible. In addition, miniaturization enables one to scale from a
single conventional element to multiple realizations, simply by utilizing parallelized
lithographic fabrication techniques adapted from semiconductor processing.

The use of these manufacturing techniques allows the optical engineer to fabricate
structures with dimensions in the micrometer range and submicrometer features, such
as the diffractive lenses of Fig. 1c. Up to 104 microoptical elements can be produced
on an area of 1 mm2 while maintaining diffraction limited performance with numerical
apertures (NA) large enough to define light patterns with structure sizes in the single
micrometer regime.

Figure 1 shows typical examples of the micro-fabricated optical elements we use,
the generated light fields, and fluorescence images of atoms trapped in the result-
ing potential geometries. One-dimensional arrays of cylindrical microlenses (Fig. 1a)
allow us to realize atomic waveguides and arrays of interferometer-type guiding struc-
tures [31,32]. Two-dimensional arrays of up to 300 × 300 refractive (Fig. 1b) and
diffractive (Fig. 1c) spherical microlenses are used to create 2D arrays of laser foci
(Fig. 1d) which serve as 2D dipole trap arrays for neutral atoms with well over 100
occupied sites (Fig. 1e) and typical site-to-site separations ranging from a few to about
100 micron.

2 Scalable architecture for a neutral atom quantum processor

For a functional quantum processor, a sequential but partially also parallelized algo-
rithm has to be implemented in a suitable geometry for performing the designated
computational task: (a) qubits have to be prepared and initialized, (b) one- and two-
qubit quantum operations have to be applied according to the quantum algorithm to be
processed, and (c) high-fidelity readout of the final quantum state has to be achieved.
An essential ingredient is a suitable architecture for the reliable storage and manipu-
lation of qubits, thus presenting the hardware of the quantum processor.

Significant progress towards the implementation of this hardware has been achieved
in systems relying on the optical storage of neutral-atom qubits, such as optical lat-
tices [11,13–15,33–35] or small configurations of individually focused laser beams
[6,16,17,36]. In our work, we have developed a quantum processor hardware based on
the combination of optical methods for storage and control of neutral-atom qubits and
the above introduced micro- and nano-fabricated optical systems, simultaneously tar-
geting the important issues of single-site addressability and scalability. As a guideline
for our work, we followed the generally acknowledged requirements for the physical
implementation of quantum computing, as for example listed in reference [18]. In spe-
cific, we have developed a scalable architecture for quantum information processing
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Fig. 2 Quantum processor architecture based on a quantum shift register realized by a 2D array of optical
micro-potentials. The array of single-addressable register sites serves as processor hardware with spatially
separated loading, preparation, processing, and readout sections (left). Shift operations (arrows) are used
to transport qubits through the architecture and selectively addressable operational units (frames at right)
are used to perform the individual steps of a quantum algorithm

based on 2D quantum state registers built from 2D arrays of optical micro-potentials
as shown in Fig. 1d, e, and Fig. 2:

• 2D configurations of laser beams focused by 2D arrays of microlenses serve as
registers of optical potentials for the storage of small samples or single neutral
atoms (85Rb in our case), thus laying the foundation of a quantum register based
processor architecture, where quantum information can be inscribed in the internal
or external atomic states. Possible implementations range from small size registers
where the sequential algorithm is applied in a temporal sequence to a localized
set of qubits to large-scale registers with spatially separated functional subsections
(see Fig. 2) where atomic qubits or even atomic quantum bytes are transported
during the algorithm resembling a standard shift register operation (see Sect. 3).

• The reliable operation of the quantum processor requires the precise initialization
and readout of each qubit together with targeted single-qubit and two-qubit gate
operation. This requires the ability to perform incoherent and coherent operations
in a global but also in a site-specific fashion which is one of the inherent advantages
of our architecture (see Sect. 4).

• A high degree of flexibility in the architecture is neccessary to implement different
algorithms and to perform the sequential operations within an algorithm efficiently.
The combination of microlens arrays with reconfigurable spatial light modulators
allows us to implement adaptable trap configurations and reconfigurable schemes
for qubit manipulation (see Sect. 5).

• The implementation of a quantum shift register operation realizes the data bus
in our architecture. It connects adjacent operational units, e.g. loading, prepara-
tion, processing, and readout sections (Fig. 2). During operation, qubits are shifted
in parallel through the quantum processor, allowing for massively parallelized
quantum information processing. The preservation of coherence during the shift
operation becomes an essential factor in evaluating this approach (see Sect. 6).

• In addition to discussing the state-of-the-art of our architecture, we show that
there is a well-defined and straightforward path for implementing the last
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the experimental setup of a scalable quantum processor hardware for neutral atoms:
the trapping laser globally illuminates a microlens array which produces a 2D array of focal spots. After
re-imaging the focal plane into a vacuum chamber, rubidium atoms are loaded into the resulting 2D dipole
trap array, thus creating a 2D neutral-atom quantum register

remaining—but nevertheless crucial—element still missing for a functional quan-
tum processor: two-qubit-gate operations. Several potential schemes have been
proposed which can be implemented in our architecture (see Sect. 7).

In the following sections, we discuss in detail how our architecture can meet the above
listed requirements. The experimental setup of Fig. 3 shows the central elements for
the quantum processor hardware. The key element is a 2D microlens array which,
globally illuminated with appropriate laser light, produces a 2D array of laser spots in
the focal plane. The focal plane is re-imaged into a vacuum chamber by a demagnifying
imaging system, thus producing a 2D register of optical traps for neutral atoms with
typical trap separations ranging from single to about 100 microns. Fully exploiting our
maximum available NA of 0.29, a waist below 1.3 µm could be reached. Each optical
trap can hold an ensemble of up to 100 atoms or in the limiting case an individual
atom, thus a 2D register of atomic qubits with excellent scaling properties is created.
Already in the present realization, lens arrays with ten thousands of individual lenses
are available, a number which is by far not at the limit of the available technology of
micro-optics fabrication.

3 Quantum state storage in optical micro-potentials

Atomic quantum systems offer the important advantage that they can be localized
and cooled at predefined sites as well as decoupled from their environment to a high
degree. For neutral atoms, as an alternative to using the energy shift in magnetic fields
[20–23], this can be achieved by using the energy shift in inhomogeneous optical fields
[37–39]. Here, the short range character of the trapping force additionally facilitates
the decoupling from the environment.
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Fig. 4 Principle of optical trapping of neutral atoms: a inhomogeneous intensity distribution of a focused
laser beam; b energy shifts of the ground |g〉 and excited |e〉 state of an atomic two-level system induced
by a red-detuned light field; c three-dimensional potential minimum for groundstate atoms in the focused
laser beam. See text for details and typical parameters

Optical trapping in dipole traps relies on the modification of the atomic energies
by far-detuned laser light which is commonly described through the interaction part
of the Hamiltonian

H = Hatom + Hlight + Hint . (1)

In most of the relevant cases, the atomic Hamiltonian Hatom can be restricted to
atomic two-level systems and the interaction Hamiltonian Hint to atom-light coupling
in dipole approximation. The resulting energy shift ΔE leads to the position depen-
dent dipole potential U (r) for atoms in the ground state and a corresponding photon
scattering rate ΓSC (r) of

U (r) = 3πc2

2ω3
0

Γ

Δ
I (r) ; ΓSC (r) = 3πc2

2h̄ω3
0

(
Γ

Δ

)2

I (r) (2)

with the rotating wave approximation applied. Here I (r) is the position-dependent
laser intensity of the focused laser beam with waist w0 (1/e2-radius) and Δ = ωL −ωeg

is the detuning of the laser field with respect to the resonance frequency of the two-
level system spanned by |g〉 and |e〉 (Fig. 4b) having a natural linewidth Γ . The above
equations exhibit the essential features in optical dipole trapping: the magnitude of the
energy shift depends linearly on the trapping laser intensity I (r) at the position of the
atom and its sign is given by sign of the laser detuning Δ. Therefore, the inhomoge-
neous intensity profile of a focused Gaussian laser beam (Fig. 4a) creates a reduction
of the atom’s groundstate energy (Fig. 4b) and thus an attractive trapping potential
with depth U0 in three dimensions for red detuning Δ < 0 (Fig. 4c). Furthermore,
unwanted exitation to the excited state and resulting spontaneous scattering can be
kept low for large detuning, since the dipole potential scales with 1/Δ, whereas the
scattering rate scales with 1/Δ2.

Important characteristics of these traps are potential depths of up to several mK×kB,
which are about two orders of magnitude larger than the thermal energies achievable
with standard laser cooling techniques [38] and vibrational frequencies in the range of
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10–100 kHz or even beyond for tight focusing. By advanced laser cooling, e.g. Raman
sideband cooling [40,41], or by making use of the phase transition to a Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) [42,43], the vibrational ground state of the trapping potentials can
be populated with high probability. Corresponding spreads of the ground state wave
functions are on the order of 10 nm for single atoms.

A typical set of parameters for the experiments with 85Rb atoms presented in the
following sections of this work are a trapping laser wavelength of 815 nm (Ti:Sap-
phire laser) which corresponds to an effective detuning of about Δ = 2 × 106 Γ with
respect to the rubidium D-Lines at 780 nm and 795 nm and an optical power of 2 mW
in the central focal spot of the microlens register. The implemented trap array has
a pitch of a = 55 µm, a waist of w0 = 3.8 µm and corresponding Rayleigh range
of zR = 55.7 µm which yields a trap depth of U0 = kB × 0.1 mK. The scattering
rate evaluates to ΓSC = 6 s−1. In addition, the coherence limiting state-changing part
of photon scattering is suppressed by quantum interference effects [44] to a value of
0.5 s−1 which already in this configuration gives a limit to the coherence time of 2 s.
With the available laser power of 1 W, several 100 sites of the processor architecture
are accessible, but we limit the number of investigated qubits to about 100 in our
current work (Fig. 1e). Changing to a trapping laser with even larger detuning, e.g.
using light at 1064 nm (Nd:YAG-laser), a power of 14 mW in the central trap leads to
the same trap depth and an absolute scattering rate of about 0.3 s−1. Here, unwanted
state-changing scattering is suppressed to 3 × 10−4 s−1. Again, typically available
laser powers of 10 W lead to architectures with several 100 register sites, now having
coherence times in the range of minutes.

Neutral atoms stored in this register represent intrinsically identical quantum sys-
tems which are decoupled from their environment to a high degree [26,27]. In addition,
there is a wide range of options for encoding quantum information in neutral atoms
in this architecture: quasi spin-1/2 systems can be generated in the external degrees
of freedom [45–48], e.g. in the vibrational modes of the trapping potential, as well in
the internal degrees of freedom represented by two states of the hyperfine manifold of
the electronic ground state of the trapped atoms, as shown in [27].

4 Initialization, readout, and 1-qubit-rotation

Alkali atoms—especially rubidium and caesium—have become the preferred atomic
species for research in quantum information processing with neutral atoms: alkali
atoms can be efficiently controlled by laser light in the external degrees of freedom
as described in the previous section, but also in their internal states which is essential
for quantum state preparation, manipulation and readout.

Optical pumping [49], which is based on applying resonant laser light of adequate
polarization, allows one to prepare atoms in desired internal states, e.g. the “clock
states” (|F = 2, m F = 0〉 and |F = 3, m F = 0〉 of 85Rb) of the ground state hyper-
fine manifold of rubidium. The resulting true two-level quasi spin-1/2 system is an
excellent qubit basis. The pumping light can be applied globally or site-selectively in
our architecture for efficient initialization of variable qubit configurations. Selective
readout of the qubit state can be achieved by utilizing fluorescence imaging which can
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Fig. 5 Fluorescence signal obtained from atoms at an individual register site (left) and corresponding his-
togram of the detected signal (right). Steps in the detected signal correspond to background light (≈300
a.u.), single-atom events (≈700 a.u.) and two-atom events (≈1100 a.u.)

be done spatially resolved with a CCD-camera, and therefore simultaneously for all
sites of the qubit register (Fig. 1e) [26].

In fluorescence imaging, the detected signal level corresponds to the atom number
at each site since every atom contributes a comparable amount of photons to the signal.
With low-noise detection schemes another important requirement for the successful
implementation of quantum information processing can be fulfilled: the number of
atoms at each register site can be determined precisely, especially at the single atom
level. The characteristics of number resolved atom detection in our architecture are
illustrated in Fig. 5. The left side displays the fluorescence signal obtained for one
selected trap out of a 2D trap register for about 500 consecutive experimental runs.
The signal clearly exhibits reoccuring levels in signal amplitude, such that the levels
for background light scattering (i.e. no atom), single-atom events, and two-atom events
can be clearly discriminated. This becomes even more obvious in a histogram analysis
of the experimental data (Fig. 5 (right)) which exhibits distinct peaks for 0, 1, and 2
atoms. For a statistical loading process, as implemented in the experimental situation
presented in Fig. 5, a Poissonian probability distribution for the atom number distri-
bution is observed and the maximum probability for single-atom events is limited to
37%, while two-atom events are present as well. More advanced loading schemes have
been implemented in single dipole trap experiments [6,7], including the possibility
of eliminating two-atom events and increasing the single-atom loading efficiency by
utilizing light assisted collisions [50]. Single-atom probabilities of 50% in the regime
of collisional blockade [6] and up to 83% for an optimized process starting from an
ensemble of atoms [7] with no or almost no two-atom events have been achieved.
Implementing these techniques also in our architecture should lead to a collective near
deterministic preparation of single atoms at all sites of our qubit register.

For the sake of improved signal-to-noise ratio, all experiments presented in the
following sections have been performed with small atom ensembles with atom num-
bers per site ranging from 10 to 100. The quantum state of the investigated atomic
qubits, given by the superposition of the basis states |0〉 = |F = 2, m F = 0〉 and
|1〉 = |F = 3, m F = 0〉 of 85Rb, is accessible to full coherent control by microwave
radiation or optically with single-site addressability through two-photon coupling via
a virtually excited intermediate state (Fig. 6 (left)). Achievable coupling strengths
correspond to Rabi frequencies of several 106 s−1, thus allowing for spin rotations of
π on a microsecond timescale.
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Fig. 6 (left) Relevant part of the internal atomic structure of 85Rb and coherent optical coupling of the qubit
basis states via two-photon transitions. (right) Ramsey and spin-echo dynamics of the qubit rotation. The
observed decay of the signal amplitude corresponds to inhomogeneous (Ramsey signal) and homogeneous
(spin-echo signal) dephasing

Figure 6 (right) displays a typical example for the coherent control of the quantum
state dynamics in a Ramsey and spin-echo configuration [27]. In this experiment, the
above described methods for quantum state preparation and control are utilized to
analyze the time evolution of qubits initially prepared in a superposition of states |0〉
and |1〉. The signal amplitude decay in the Ramsey signal is due to reversible inhomo-
geneous dephasing which is eliminated in the spin-echo configuration. We label the
time constant for homogeneous dephasing extracted from the latter case as decoher-
ence time. In our architecture, decoherence times on the order of 100 ms have been
observed, already allowing for hundreds or thousands of coherent control pulses to be
applied during qubit coherence [10].

5 Reconfigurable single-site addressable qubit register

Architectures based on 2D arrays of tightly focused laser beams with typical sepa-
rations in the micrometer regime for qubit storage inherently provide the ability to
address the individual qubit sites since one can use the optics generating the trap array
at the same time for addressing purposes. Based on the scalable architecture presented
above, we have introduced and experimentally implemented a novel approach for com-
plementing the ability to perform quantum operations in parallel with an additional
versatility by achieving reconfigurable, site-selective initialization and operation in
freely selectable subsets of sites. We combine 2D arrays of microlenses with per-pixel
addressable spatial light modulators (SLM). This results in reconfigurable, per-site
addressable 2D configurations of diffraction-limited laser foci in the focal plane of the
microlens array which—as before—are re-imaged into the vacuum system [12]. Cen-
tral to our approach is the fact that we use the SLM only for the addressing of individual
microlenses, but not as a holographic phase element for creating complex focal spot
structures [51,52]. This ensures high stability and a diffraction-limited performance,
both given by the advantageous characteristics of the microlenses.

A schematic view of the extended experimental setup is presented in Fig. 7. Laser
light for atom trapping or manipulation globally illuminates an SLM which is placed
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Fig. 7 a Schematic experimental setup including a spatial light modulator (SLM) for addressing reconfig-
urable sections of the microlens array and b–d fluorescence images of atoms stored in different trap patterns
(fundamental pitch: 55 µm, images are averaged 20 times). See [12] for details

in front of the microlens array. The SLM is a 2D array of pixels, each acting as an indi-
vidually tunable optical attenuator which we use as a per-pixel intensity modulator.
This allows one to separately control the light power impinging on each microlens by
inscribing a reconfigurable pattern of transmitting or non-transmitting sections into
the SLM. In the configuration used for the experiments presented below, an area of
80 pixels corresponds to one single microlens and the transmission of each pixel is
subject to computer-control. This results in a range of the relative transmitted inten-
sity between 0.4 and 100% corresponding to a contrast of 270:1. For the experiments
presented here only static configurations of the SLM are used, but employing state-
of-the-art fast updating devices, switching frequencies in the several kilohertz regime
are achievable for liquid crystal or micro-mirror (DLP) based devices.

We used this setup to produce versatile 2D configurations of atom traps [12] as
shown in Fig. 7. Starting from the fundamental structure of the 2D trap register, cre-
ated by globally illuminating the full microlens array (all pixels of the SLM turned to
full transmission) we have demonstrated the ability to change the pitch and orientation
of the qubit register by illuminating only every other microlens creating a ’superlat-
tice’ with definable structure (Fig. 7b), to generate subsets of separated dipole trap
arrays (Fig. 7c), e.g. for the implementation of quantum error correction schemes or
plaquette states in 2D lattice spin models [53], and to realize the structure of a ring
lattice with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 7d) [54,55].

In addition to creating flexible trap geometries, we also perform coherent manipu-
lation of 2D sets of atomic quantum systems in parallel as well as site-selectively in a
reconfigurable fashion. We use the combined system of SLM and microlens array in
a very similar fashion as before but now for the control of the light inducing the two-
photon coherent coupling. This provides fully flexible quantum state control of the
qubits stored in the register by inscribing freely configurable phase shifts at definable
sites [12].
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Fig. 8 (left) Ramsey oscillations for atoms at two neighboring sites after initialization in opposite spin
states according to a checkerboard pattern (right top). (right bottom) Fluorescence images of atoms in state
|0〉. Atoms at complementary sites are visible at different times due to the phase difference of π between
the two initially prepared opposite spin states. See [12] for details

This site-selective addressability allows one to prepare complex 2D spin configura-
tions. As an example, we use the SLM to prepare a 2D configuration of alternatingly
anti-parallel spins in neighboring trapping sites (Fig. 8 (right, top)) by applying a π

phase shift in the pattern of Fig. 7b to atoms initially in state |0〉 at all sites. To dem-
onstrate the coherence of this site-selective reversal of spins, a Ramsey experiment
is performed in all traps simultaneously after the spin-flip operation. In Fig. 8 (right,
bottom) two fluorescence images showing atoms in state |0〉 after different free evo-
lution times are presented for nine traps and Ramsey oscillations in two neighboring
traps are given in detail (Fig. 8 (left)). All traps show Ramsey oscillations, but due to
their different initial spin states, we observe the expected phase difference of π in the
Ramsey oscillations between qubits initially prepared in |0〉 and |1〉, respectively.

6 Coherent transport of atomic quantum states

Central to the functionality of our complex processor architecture (Fig. 2) is the imple-
mentation of a scalable quantum shift register which serves as data bus and connects
spatially separated loading and processing units. In the following, we present an all
optical device which offers precise control of the position and transport of trapped
neutral-atom qubits in registers of dipole potentials. Moreover, this quantum shift reg-
ister can serve as a 2D quantum memory to archive and retrieve quantum information,
and sequentially shuffle quantum information through complex architectures [10].

The shift operation is based on consecutive loading, moving, and reloading of
qubits stored in two independently controllable quantum registers. This configuration
is obtained from two superimposed dipole trap arrays created either from two sep-
arated microlens arrays or by irradiating a single microlens array with two trapping
laser beams under different incident angles. To move the traps, we vary the incident
angle of one of the trapping laser beams by a scanning mirror, which causes the foci
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Fig. 9 Fluorescence images of atoms transported over a distance of one full trap separation (a = 55 µm)
in a shift register: a initial position, b–c positions after 2 ms and 3 ms, respectively, and d position after a
shift over one full trap separation (5 ms)

of the respective array to shift laterally within the focal plane. Atoms stored in the
trap register are transported along with the laser foci and it is straightforward to shift
the array of trapped atoms by a distance of the full trap separation of a = 55 µm as
shown in Fig. 9.

For a scalable shift register [10], we combine the moveable quantum register with
a static one of identical parameters (Fig. 10 (left)). Consecutive moving and reload-
ing of atoms between the two registers allows for atom transport over macroscopic
distances, where the number of achievable shift sequences is only limited by the size
of the illuminated trap array (Fig. 9). The fluorescence images in Fig. 10 (right) show
two shift sequences in detail. Pictured is the central column of a 2D quantum register
(as indicated by the differently colored central colunm in Fig. 10 (left)) as a function
of time together with the corresponding timing sequence for the depths and positions
of the two dipole trap arrays. The shift operation is performed as follows: atoms are
loaded into the moveable trap register (Array 1), shifted for a full trap separation, and
transferred to the static register (Array 2) where they are stored while the moveable
register is returned to its initial position. To complete a shift cycle, the atoms are loaded
from the static register back to the moveable one, ready for a repetition of the shift
sequence.

We do not observe any atom loss or heating when reloading between identical
potential wells or during transport with durations in the single millisecond regime,
which ensures the ability of high-fidelity transport of atoms over macroscopic distances
for sufficiently large trapping arrays. Technical optimization is capable of pushing time
constants in this process below the millisecond regime to the limit given by vibrational
frequencies of the trapping potential.

An essential requirement for quantum information processing in this architecture is
the preservation of coherence during transport, reloading, and the full shift sequence.
We have performed a detailed investigation on the influence of the shift register oper-
ation on coherence in order to address that issue [10]. We embedded the shift reg-
ister cycle in a spin-echo experiment, thereby analyzing its influence on the deco-
herence time. The corresponding experimental sequence is shown in Fig. 11 (left).
For a quantitative investigation, Fig. 11 (right) presents the signal contrast, i.e. the
maximum amplitude AE(2tπ ) of the echo signal at time 2tπ normalized to the ampli-
tude of the Ramsey signal AR(t = 0) as a function of the free evolution time 2tπ for
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Fig. 10 Scalable shift register. (left) Two superimposed dipole trap arrays (one moveable (with arrows)
and one static) give control over trap separations and scalable atom transport. (right bottom) Fluorescence
images of atoms in the central column (as indicated by the brighter column at left) of a 2D shift register
during two consecutive shift sequences together with the corresponding timing sequences for trap depths
and position (right top). See [10] for details

atoms at rest (triangles, dashed line) and atoms participating in the full shift register
sequence (circles, solid line). The loss in signal contrast is almost identical in both
cases. From a detailed analysis of external influences, we determine homogeneous
dephasing due to irreversible variations of the atomic resonance frequency to be the
dominant cause for loss of contrast. We identify heating caused by photon scattering
from the trapping laser to be the most likely cause for this. Following the calcula-
tions given in [56], the signal contrast should be described by the Gaussian function
C(2tπ ) = C(0) exp(−(2tπ )2/T ′2

2 ) with time constant T ′
2 for reduction of the initial

contrast to its e−1-value. The measurements in Fig. 11 can be well fitted to C(2tπ )

which gives time constants for both cases (atoms at rest and atoms in the shift register)
of about 40 ms. On average, the ratio of experientially determined coherence times
evaluates to T ′

2,shi f t/T ′
2,rest = 0.98(4). Thus, no additional dephasing or decoherence

of internal-state superposition states occur for the full shift register cycle within the
measurement uncertainty. This proves that the qubit transport (as necessary for most
of the two-qubit gate operations proposed in Sect. 7) preserves coherence and that the
fundamental shift sequence can be cascaded and thus scaled to complex and versatile
2D architectures allowing coherent quantum state storage and transport along complex
and reconfigurable paths.

7 Prospects for the implementation of two-qubit gates

One of the essential requirements for the realization of a quantum processor is the
capability of performing arbitrary one-qubit gates and at least one suitable two-qubit
gate [18]. Together they represent a universal set of quantum gates [57]. Our single-site
addressable 2D quantum register inherently provides the framework for single-qubit
operations as presented in Sects. 4 and 5.
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Fig. 11 Preservation of coherence during the shift register operation. (left) Timing sequence for the spin-
echo measurement applied for a determination of the homogeneous dephasing time constant. (right) The
signal decay due to homogeneous dephasing for atoms at rest (triangles, dashed line) and for atoms par-
ticipating in a full shift register sequence (circles, solid line) is almost identical. Thus the shift register
operation does not introduce additional decoherence. See [10] for details

The realization of two-qubit gates, in general, is still subject to active research in a
variety of approaches towards the physical implementation of quantum computation
and is inevitably linked to great demands on experimental control, since interaction
becomes indispensable. There are several promising proposals for architectures based
on optically trapped neutral atoms in multi-site potential wells.

Originating from the rapid developments in the field of ultracold quantum gases,
the idea of entangling atoms via controlled s-wave collisions was formulated [58]. The
deterministic implementation of coherent collisional events relies on the precondition
of preparing single atoms in well-defined vibrational states (e.g. the ground state) of
the trapping potential which is characteristic for the transition to a Mott-Insulator state
in a BEC. Hence, remarkable experimental results have been achieved in optical lat-
tices, namely the production of entangled states [14] and the realization of a two-qubit√

SW AP phase gate [15]. Both realizations employ time and state dependent poten-
tials for the controlled overlap and separation of atomic wave functions. In this regard,
the coherent transport of atomic quantum states (Sect. 6) with full control over site
separation represents a fundamental step which has to be complemented with state-
selectivity and cooling to the ground vibrational state in order to utilize cold collisions
according to the above method in the current setup.

In addition, the shift register is the foundation for two-qubit-gate proposals based on
the external degrees of freedom. One is based on the use of the two lowest vibrational
levels as qubit basis where gate operations involve tunnelling controlled by adiabatic
spatial approach and separation of traps together with cold collisional interaction [46–
48], and a second one is based on quantum computing with spatially delocalized qubits
[45]. In the latter case, the computational basis states are defined by the presence of a
single atom in the ground state of one out of two trapping sites. There is a fascinating
extension of this approach, also making use of the underlying concept of adiabatically
connecting adjacent trapping sites: “Atomtronics” with holes [59] allows for the con-
struction of a coherent single hole diode and transistor in an array of three dipole traps
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filled with two atoms and one hole. These elements could serve as the fundamental
building blocks for atom-based implementations of processor schemes analogous to
currently used electronic devices, but working with coherent control.

Through recent experimental success [16,17,60], two-qubit gates based on the
optical excitation of neutral atoms to Rydberg states with principal quantum number
n � 1 currently appear as the most promising scheme for the implementation of
two-qubit gates in our 2D quantum processing architecture. For Rydberg atoms, the
evoked dipole moment mediates strong long-range interaction exceeding the accessi-
ble coupling strength of groundstate atoms by orders of magnitude. Central to quantum
information processing with Rydberg atoms is the shift of the resonance frequency of
one atom (target atom) induced by the excitation of a nearby control atom to a Ryd-
berg state [61–64]. The consequence is a blockade sphere of inhibited excitation with
a radius in the micrometer regime which enables quantum information architectures
with qubit separations up to 10 µm. This has been experimentally demonstrated in
systems of two dipole traps [16,17,60] with typical trap parameters of 3.2 µm waist
and 8.7 µm separation as given in [60]. As presented in Fig. 1e, we currently operate
2D arrays of well resolved traps with a fundamental pitch of 13 µm and a beam waist
of 1.5 µm, which shows that by minor modifications in the optical setup we can reach
and even exceed the required trap parameters for a successful Rydberg-gate opera-
tion as demonstrated in [60]. For this reason, we can apply to our system the detailed
analysis of Rydberg state mediated quantum computing with focus on the relevant
physical mechanisms contributing to gate errors given in [60,63,65] which predicts a
fidelity well above 0.99. The expected intrinsic error evaluates to 6.5 × 10−3 and the
experimentally determined fidelity is 0.92, where technical errors contribute most of
the difference between the prediction and the experimental results.

This discussion shows that Rydberg-mediated two-qubit gate operations have
become a very promising candidate for the currently still open issue of implementing
a suitable two-qubit quantum gate in our 2D quantum processing architecture.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a scalable architecture for quantum information processing and
quantum simulation with neutral atoms and have discussed its characteristics with
regard to the requirements imposed for the successful implementation of quantum
computing schemes. The design is based on a 2D quantum register created by 2D sets
of optical micro-potentials, which can be conceptionally split into spatially separated
functional units, e.g. for preparation, processing, and readout.

We obtain a suitable hardware with typical dimensions of the individual register
cell in the range of a few microns from arrays of focused laser beams employing
micro-fabricated lens arrays. This implementation ensures single-site addressability
as demonstrated by producing reconfigurable trap patterns and quantum state control
of selected qubits. In a combined system used for single-site addressing, the stability
and the diffraction-limited performance of the microlens array is complemented by the
flexibility of a per-pixel addressable spatial light modulator. The introduced system is
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capable of performing single-qubit operations as well as qubit specific initialization
and readout.

A scalable quantum shift register connecting adjacent trapping sites realizes the
data bus of the prospect quantum processor. As demonstrated experimentally, the shift
operation can be performed with negligible atom loss, heating, or additional dephasing
or decoherence, thus allowing for qubit transport over macroscopic distances. Intrin-
sically, the quantum shift register provides full control over trap separations which
also becomes an essential ingredient for the implementation of two-qubit gates. In
this respect, among other approaches, the optical and therefore site-selective control
of Rydberg interaction turns out to be a very promising candidate for implementing
two-qubit gates for quantum computing in 2D quantum registers.

In summary, we have given a detailed analysis of our architecture for scalable quan-
tum information processing with neutral atoms in 2D quantum state registers. Although
the quantum processor has yet to be implemented in full operation by combining all of
the building blocks as they have been analyzed in the previous sections with two-qubit
gate operations as achieved in refs. [16,17,60], no principle obstacles can be iden-
tified to prevent a successful realization. In addition, next-generation configurations
will strongly benefit from the technological basis available in micro-fabrication which
will enable optical-, semiconductor- and micro-mechanical structures to be combined
on a single chip and therefore opening an excellent path towards parallelized, large
scale quantum computing.
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